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NEXT NATURE 2015 : “Bonjour, Monsieur Courbet” 

 

 

In April 2015 a group of the Planetary Collegium together with a group of other selected artists 
gathered for Next Nature, the 2015 I-Node / A-Club theme at the Ionion Center for the Arts and 
Culture on the island of Cephalonia in Greece.  

Through the Poster Exhibition and the 2015 A-Club dinner, authors addresssed a range of topics 
concerning the next nature theme. We are pleased to present the concepts in this downloadable 

PDF file.   
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THE INSPIRATION 

 
It’s well known that we have lost touch with Nature. It is not so much 
that Nature has retreated, or that we have dismissed it, destroyed it or 
denied it. It is simply that the metaphors it has long supported no 
longer hold. Nature is, of course, all metaphor: the good, the pure, the 
unadulterated, the whole. It speaks of innocence, a kind of blessed 
naiveté, as well as the wild, the unspoilt and the instinctive.   We should 
perhaps first agree that it has never as such existed, or that it has existed 
in different ways for different societies. It is the first virtual reality - in 

which the pure data of an undifferentiated wholeness is programmed, shaped and categorised 
according to our language, fears and desires. We have always placed it in opposition - to culture, the 
city, technology. Its strength has lain in this opposition, as much a refuge as a force. But now, the 
binary opposition of town and country, for example, is disappearing. With the ubiquity of 
telematic networks, the city is no longer the necessary site of  commerce, learning or entertainment,  
while  the advance of artificial systems of  synthesis  and replication in  biological sciences   means 
that   the  country  can no longer claim a hegemony of  pure and authentic  natural  process . The 
country was the environment within which or against which the city was set, but with high 
technology as the environment, neither country nor city can be distinguished as objects to be 
foregrounded or privileged.   As we move into the 21st. century we shall need to create new 
metaphors to house the complex interacting systems of biological, technological and social life 
which we are developing.                               

                                                                                                                    Roy Ascott 

First published as: Ascott, R. 1993. Zurück zur (künstlichen) Natur. In:   G. KAISER, D.MATEJOVSKI, J. FEDROWITZ, 
eds. Kultur und Technik im 21.Jahrhundert. Frankfurt: Campus Verlag,  pp. 341-355 Culture and Technology in the 21st. 
Century. Wissenschaftszentrum Nordrhein-Westfalen. Published in 2013 in:  More & Vta-Mote, The Transhumanist 
Reader. NY Wiley. Pp 438-448. 
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                                                        THE THEME 

In 1863 Jules-Antoine Castagnary announced that: The naturalist school 
declares that art is the expression of life under all phases and on all levels, and 
that its sole aim is to reproduce nature by carrying it to its maximum power 
and intensity: it is truth balanced with science. One of the most illustrated 
examples of naturalism is “The meeting”, an 1854 painting by Gustave 
Courbet, which has been interpreted as depicting Courbet greeted by his 
patron Bryas, his servant Calas and his dog, while travelling to Montpellier. 

The Meeting was exhibited in Paris at the 1855 Exhibition Universelle, where critics ridiculed it as 
“Bonjour, Monsieur Courbet”. The composition is based on Doré’s “The Wandering Jew. 
Courbet, one of the major representatives of naturalism, has represented himself in the image of a 
wanderer, without a definite context, as one would expect of a naturalistic painter. Did Courbet 
interpret Castagnary’s words ‘carrying it [nature] to its maximum power and intensity’ as a process 
of metaphor, fluidity, multiplicity and metamorphosis?     Nowadays, and after 160 years of 
Courbet’s naturalistic metamorphoses, we assume that we have embedded the ‘truth balanced with 
science’, as art work is based on transidisciplinary research through a variety of syncretic approach. 
In an era when, according to Roy Ascott, the ‘three VRs –virtual, validated and vegetal ‘merge into 
a continuous flow of ‘variable reality’, it is the right moment for a future anterior step which will 
lead to the awareness of the Next Nature.  And, as Ascott argues: “This means, of course, not an 
inert, passive or genetically programmed participation but a conscious involvement in the evolution 
of those forms and  emergent behaviours which we identify with life and which, as our powers of 
intelligent collaboration and participation increase, will come to constitute the new nature” 

                                                                                                       Katerina Karoussos 

A-Club URL: https://theaclubside.wordpress.com   

  I-Node URL: www.i-node.org  

Roy Ascott: President 
Katerina Karoussos: A-Club founder - I-Node Executive Director 
 

  Next Nature is licensed under creatie commons (BY-NC-ND)       
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THE PLANETARY COLLEGIUM TEAM 

The Planetary Collegium is an international research platform that promotes the integration of art, 
science, technology, and consciousness research, under the rubric of technoetic arts. It is based 
in Plymouth University, with nodes in Kefalonia, Lucerne, Shanghai, Trento, and Zurich. Its 
president is Roy Ascott. The Collegium aims to produce new knowledge in the context of the arts, 
through transdisciplinary inquiry and critical discourse, with special reference to technoetic research 
and to advances in science and technology. It seeks to reflect the social, technological and spiritual 
aspirations of an emerging planetary society, while sustaining a critical awareness of the retrograde 
forces and fields that inhibit social and cultural development. It combines the face-to-face 
association of individuals with the trans-cultural unity of telematic communities, thereby 
developing a network of research nodes strategically located across the planet, each with a 
distinctive cultural ethos. The Collegium seeks outcomes that involve new language, systems, 
structures, and behaviours, and insights into the nature of mind, matter and human identity. 
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Jane Grant: Back The Queen’s Bed 

 

The Indian King, Vyasa was in the forest hunting. Exhausted, he fell asleep and dreaming of his 
wife, produced a ‘joyful explosion of sperm’1. This nocturnal emission was taken by a giant eagle 
who dropped the fluid, dispersing it into a river or the sky (depending on who you listen to) 
creating the beginning of life in the universe.Panspermia, a Greek word meaning ‘seeds 
everywhere’, is a hypothesis that believes that the spores of life are ubiquitous, not the sole 
properties of planets or stars, and that in the vast spaces between these intensities of mass, the 
Universe has the potential for life. These latent nanoscopic fragments have existed from the very 
beginning of time and can transmute depending upon where they propagate. One panspermist 
hypothesis states that microorganisms can travel through space within comets and meteors when 
bacteria are ejected when the meteor burns in the Earth’s outer atmosphere. Microorgansims filter 
down toward the Earth’s crust spawning life. And we may like to think of the Earth waiting, like a 
gigantic egg in space, the humid atmosphere, a series of layers for the seeds to negotiate in order to 
pierce the physical shell. 

  The Queen’s Bed 

The bed is a soft, receptive and moist natural system, taken from an area in the North West of 
England where scientists have recently found alien bacteria 16 miles above the surface of the Earth 
in the atmosphere. Her bed is currently being monitored for the existence of alien life. The Queen 
spends her time waiting for the giant eagle, who may once have flown over but so many years ago 
that she cannot remember exactly when. Whilst waiting, she dreams of codes and sequences, 
molecules and proteins, a synthesis, and all the boundless possibilities for the creation of life. 
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JANE GRANT is an artist and academic. Grant is Associate Professor (Reader) in Digital Arts at 
Plymouth University and a supervisor at the Planetary Collegium.         Her collaborative work has 
resulted in award winning projects including, The Fragmented Orchestrawith John Matthias and 
Nick Ryan which was winner of the PRSF New MusicAward, 2008 and received an Honorary 
Mention at Prix Ars Electronica 2009. The Fragmented Orchestra was exhibited at FACT and 23 
sites across the UK including The National Portrait Gallery, the Roundhouse inLondon, the 
Bronte Museum, and Kielder Observatory. Her recent work includes Soft Moon and Leaving 
Earth; both films draw upon astrophysics andscience fiction. Her sonic artwork Ghost was 
premiered at ISEA Istanbul 2011. In this work the temporal, topological networks and pathways of 
the cortex are explored in conjunction brain hallucination or ‘sonic ghosts’. Plasticity,a collaborative 
work with John Matthias, Kin and Nick Ryan was recently exhibited at the BFI as part of the 
onedotzero festival (2011), Google CampusLondon (2012) and HWK, Institute for Advanced 
Study in Germany (2012). 

 

Mike Phillips: Adam – [Omphalos 2.0] 

 

Adam is a teddy bear constructed from lint harvested from the artists’ navel. Over a period of weeks 
small quantities of Adam’s body were collected and composited to constitute his cuddly form. Born 
from a combination of H&M black T-Shirt fibres and the artists DNA (epithelial tissue and bodily 
flotsam and jetsam), Adam waits patiently for the breath of life. For all his fluffy attributes Adam 
represents a philosophical and ecclesiastical conundrum - does Adam have a navel? Born of belly 

button Adam, like his biblical namesake, had no umbilical cord. Adams’ genetic makeup is, 
probably, around 20% human and his morphology certainly (bearly) humanesque, if miniscule in 

proportion.  
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Neither natural (a genetic abomination) nor artificial (organic cotton), this hybrid offspring 
chronologically inverts the Omphalos hypothesis. The past is not the divine fraudulence, it is our 

umbilicus-less future nature (neither innie nor outie, but withoutie) that is the fabrication.  

 

MIKE PHILLIPS, is Professor of Interdisciplinary Arts at Plymouth University, the Director of 
Research at i-DAT.org and a Principal Supervisor for the Planetary Collegium.His R&D orbits a 
portfolio of projects that explore the ubiquity of data ‘harvested’ from an instrumentalised world 
and its potential as a material for revealing things that lie outside our normal frames of reference - 
things so far away, so close, so massive, so small and so ad infinitum (www.op-sy.com). He manages 
the Fulldome Immersive Vision Theatre (www.i-dat.org/ivt/), a transdisciplinary instrument for 
manifesting (im)material and imaginary worlds and is co-editor of Ubiquity, The Journal of 
Pervasive Media http://www.ubiquityjournal.net/  

    
 
 
  

Adam Zaretsky: Oocyte Aesthetic, Human Design and Mission Creep  
 

 
 
What are the cultural aesthetics of our ecological future? The decision to design babies along a 
plurality of aesthetic lineages may have an impact on the future of ecology and diversity of our 
planet. As competitively designed meat puppets take up more and more of the terrestrial grazing 
land, we have come to understand that we live on a planet dominated by humans and their quest 
for acquiescence. Designed and cloned transgenic humans are limited editions but they can 
reproduce and stabilize independently. Bred by industry, transgen[ic].people may be foreign species 
brought forth from technological sites but are they capable of initiating enough gene expression 
pattern dissonance for us to want to live with them for generations to come. 
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Sometimes real-time congenital health cures are not enough. There is an economy of aesthetics, 
which will drive the ecological affect of our engineered future. 
http://serpentinemagazine.com/2015/01/oocyte-aesthetic  
 
ADAM ZARETSKY, Ph.D. is a Wet-Lab Art Practitioner mixing Ecology, Biotechnology, Non-
human Relations, Body Performance and Gastronomy. 
Zaretsky stages lively, hands-on bioart production labs based on topics such as: foreign species 
invasion (pure/impure), radical food science (edible/inedible), jazz bioinformatics (code/flesh), 
tissue culture (undead/semi-alive), transgenic design issues (traits/desires), interactive ethology 
(person/machine/non-human) and physiology (performance/stress). A former researcher at the MIT 
department of biology, for the past decade Zaretsky has been teaching an experimental bioart class 
called VivoArts at: San Francisco State University (SFSU), SymbioticA (UWA), Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute (RPI), University of Leiden’s The Arts and Genomic Centre (TAGC) and 
with the Waag Society. He has also taught DIY-IGM (Do-It-Yourself Inhereted Genetic 
Modification of the Human Genome) at New York University (NYU) and Carnegie Melon 
University (CMU). He also runs a public life arts school: VASTAL (The Vivoarts School for 
Transgenic Aesthetics Ltd.)  
 
 
Seth Riskin: The Physical Semantics of Light 
 

 
 

 Light as a subject of thought has proved to be impossible to deal with holistically. Light is intrinsic 
to the furthest levels of physics, visual art, philosophy, psychology, etc. The mental structures to 
deal with light have been quite complex through time, cultures and disciplines, pushing against 

such boundaries. The concept of light embodies many semantic and conceptual contradictions and 
paradoxes, e. g., light operates in space and time which are themselves functions of light. 

I want to explore and present these contradictions in a manner by which they may be more fully 
apprehended and communicated. I intend to use physical light to reveal metaphors of light and 
their relationships.  
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Combining textual descriptions of light with optical light, physical materials, space and time will 
allow me to address metaphors of light experientially and theoretically at once. 
I will use text and associated concepts in ways that subject them to the same potentials of 
simultaneity, spatiotemporality, etc. that light itself affords. The research aims at combined 
intellectual and artistic development and communication. It will be practice-based, resulting in a 
body-scale structure, or structures (e. g., made of transparent or translucent materials, optical light 
and text) that simultaneously constitutes a form of writing and physical creation, i. e., “physical 
semantics” of light using light 
 
SETH RUSKIN is an American artist known for his Light Dance: silent space-defining 
performances of architectural-scale light effects that he articulates through his body movements. 
Riskin is currently the Director of the MIT Museum Studio, a center at MIT for human expression 
and communication through technologies. He's also the Manager of the MIT Museum’s 
Holography and Spatial Imaging Initiative, overseeing the world’s largest and most historically 
significant collection of holograms. 
 
 

Lila Moore: Fields of Origin  

 

Novel forms and ideas arise unexpectedly from unknown or previously unsuspected origin. Being 
new and full of mysterious possibilities, they could impact consciousness, nature and culture, 
similar to viral memes and bacteria.  Their revolutionary traits may periodically pose a threat to the 
dominant order, hence, they get tracked down and uprooted to stop them from spreading. Yet, 
their point of origin, embedded in morphic fields, retains their memory and formula. Hidden 
within the recesses of space-time, they await for as long as it may take for a morphic resonance, a 
signal that will herald their next manifestation in nature. 
The Wandering Jew poses a threat to civilisation with his anarchic disregard of boundaries. 
Although elevated to the status of a world reformer and artistic nobility in Gostav Courbet's 
Meeting and other works, the transformed outsider was publicly ridiculed.  
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Prevalent in European folklore, the archetype has been associated with supernatural creatures that 
dwell in the twilight zone between reality and magic, the visible and invisible, the mortal and 
immortal.  
The golden plover, shown in the poster, according to a Lancashire tradition, embodies the 
Wandering Jew with its eerie whistling that strikes fear in the human heart. Resembling migrating 
birds, he was doomed to wander endlessly. The unnaturalness of his wanderings corresponded with 
all other abnormal births and entities which betrayed their master-maker and manipulated their 
initial design. Nowadays wandering has taken a different route. It has been reformed by the 
wandering quality of the Internet. Through virtual, vegetal and noetic technologies, wandering is 
spreading to the unregulated field of consciousness where the alien, mystic and visionary transmute 
with nature. 
The golden plover inspired the concept of The Guinness Book of Records as the faster game bird in 
Europe. It became associated with extraordinary achievements that exceed conventional capacities. 
The bird as a metaphor of unlimited abilities and flights of the imagination corresponds, in this 
visual depiction, with Hypnos' wings of the mind. The divine generator of altered state of 
consciousness is syncretically positioned by a reference to a monolith (2001: Space Odyssey). 
The woman's selves offer the elixir of the soul in a ritual that activates odysseys in fields of photons, 
memory, and impulse. The jars are ancient but the liquid inside them evolves the structures of 
realities as the screens that bind them disintegrate. Free to flow everywhere, the cybernetic 
monoliths of evolution beckon in the field to the wanderers. 
  

 

LILA MOORE Ph.D is an artist film-maker, screen choreographer, networked performance 
practitioner, and theorist. She holds a PhD degree from Middlesex University in Dance on Screen 
(2001) and an MA in Independent Film and Video from Central Saint Martins College of Art and 
Design, London (1989). She researched film and the spiritual as Associate Research Fellow, London 
Metropolitan University (2004-2006), has presented research papers in academic conferences in 
Europe, Middle East and Australia and has been teaching a BA course in Spiritual Cinema & New 
Media at the Department of Mysticism and Spirituality at Zefat Academic College, Israel (2013-
2015).  Additionally, she has participated in networked performances at the Waterwheel interactive 
platform since 2013. Dr Moore is an Advance Research Associate at the I-Node of Planetary 
Collegium, Plymouth University (2014-2015). She devises The Cybernetic Institute, a planetary 
platform for the exploration of technoetic arts and consciousness with an emphasis on the spiritual 
in art. The platform's purpose is to supply educational courses utilising ritualistic, cybernetic, 
syncretic and networked principles both online and offline. The courses are metaphorically 
embedded in 'morphic fields of compassion,' which could be activated by art and ritual, and are 
designed to counteract the prevalent narrative of violence. 
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Andrea Traldi: The Past Will Happen Anyway 

 

Information that exists in a Temporal Dimension allows to transform old models of the past into 
new models of the future. It is common to organise information about experiences into temporal 
clusters of what ‘just happened’, what happened 'recently', what happened 'previously', and so on. 
Human beings value examples, anecdotes and stories about the place where they live, the 
community to which they belong, their origins, their ancestors. It has served us well to build an 
understanding of life based on stories about our past, and one could easily be forgiven for thinking 
that information about the past is the only kind of information one needs to understand existence. 
Still and all, there are different scales of information that exists in a Temporal dimension and not 
all accounts of ‘what happens before us’ can be reduced to ‘what happened before’. For every 
anecdote, example and history, there is a process of communication, a person who tells the story, an 
anecdote of the present into which the story needs to introduce its meaning. All examples that take 
away this process from the language that explains the experience have artificially separated 
information about experiences from information that exists in a temporal dimension. The 
experience we need to 'explain' goes always beyond what is possible to communicate with examples 
and stories of the past. The consequences of actions inspired by those stories and examples are 
going to exist in the temporal dimension of what happens Next because every new experience 
includes information that is available ‘now’. Our generation lives on the brink of a major paradigm 
shift that will transform all explanation of progress made possible with stories and accomplishments 
of the past, into explanations of progress made possible with information about the future.  

ANDREA TRALDI is a PhD researcher at the I-Node of the Planetary Collegium. Project 
manager at BecomeBecome Masterclass, The I-Node of the Planetary Collegium. Traldi is a trainer 
at Blandine Calais Germain, Anatomy of Movement (Spain).  
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Alex Barchiesi: No Title 

 

Richard Feynman said, "I think it is safe to say that no one understands Quantum Mechanics." 
[Memories R. Feynman] While I strongly admire and respect Feynman, I’d like to extend the field 
of the so called understanding to something that is more sensual and I’ll call “field intuition” (to 
conceptually refer to field theories in modern physics). 
We can think a human being as a highly connected organism who extends through time and space. 
Human experience unceasingly involves intrinsically mental and experiential functions such as 
“knowing” and “feeling”, involving images, intentions, thoughts and beliefs. A continuous interface 
holds between mind/consciousness and brain. [Mental states follow quantum mechanics during 
perception and cognition of ambiguous figures. arXiv: 0906.4952] Modern quantum physics has 
revealed that light particles seem to know what lies ahead of them and will adjust their behavior 
accordingly, even though the future event is not perceived as occurred yet. [T.Young: two slits 
experiment] 
Although we perceive time as linear and unidirectional, research continues to reveal that it is not 
necessarily so. One thing that is still missing and should be taken into deeper account is all the field 
of sensual knowledge that recently started to find his scientific formalization in neuroscientific 
results. Mirror neurons allow us to grasp the minds of others by feeling, not by thinking. This is 
shifting the understanding of culture [G. Rizzolatti - Craighero L. The Mirror-Neuron System. 
Annual Rev. Neurosci. 27 (2004) 169-92.] We could speculate about a possibility to extend it to 
certain fields of physics and science in general. New alter - (not necessarly altered) - spaces have 
been rediscovered in this new era of augmented perceptions which defies our physical intuition 
about how the world is supposed to work. Most working scientists hold fast to the concept of 
'realism' - a viewpoint according to which an external reality exists independent of observation. But 
quantum physics has shattered some of our cornerstone beliefs. Experiments have amply confirmed 
quantum predictions [An experimental test of non-local realism - arXiv:0704.2529 [quant-ph]]. 
 
ALEX BARCHIESI Ph.D is a Creative Physicist, studied Particle Physics in Rome La Sapienza 
University, fellow in Fermi Institute Chicago. PhD in Paul Sherrer Institute (PSI) and La Sapienza 
University of Rome, researcher for GRID project in Atlas experiment at CERN - deputy ATLAS 
installer CERN. Postdoc at Ecole Politecnique Federale Lausanne (EPFL).  
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Head of the SINLAB Project, an experimental laboratory in Switzerland, situated at the intersection 
of Performing Arts, Architecture, Science, Engineering and Philosophy. Teacher of PXS Personal 
Interaction Studio course in the department of Computer Science of EPFL Faculty of Computer 
and Communication Sciences (I&C). Instructor of Home 2.0 course in the department of 
Architecture of EPFL Faculty of Environmental, Civic Engineering and Architecture (ENAC). 
Senior researcher at Italian academy and research network institute (GARR) responsible of research 
and development for cloud infrastructures and architecture in CSD (Distributed Storage and 
Computing) department. ARA member of Planetary Collegium Plymouth University. 
 
 
 
 
Diane Derr: Syncretic Narrative: A Method for Potential in Practice  
 

 
 
Syncretic narrative, wherein information produced within the networked model of communication 
regarding a single event or set of relational events is integrated forming alternate, corresponding, 
connecting, and subsequent narratives in which the context of the original source is not diminished. 
As a process rather than a result it gives autonomy for understanding the complexity of information 
generated within the networked model of communication around relational events. The syncretic 
narrative has the potential to navigate and negotiate the construction of narrative as a fluid entity in 
its intersection and integration of generated information, constructing dynamic threads in the inter-
textual narrative within generative and iterative constructs. 
 
Considering an event, or a set of relational events, the content of narrative (A) and content of 
narrative (B) are produced within the network model of communication by broadcast media and 
social media respectively.  Narrative (A) and narrative (B) share a set of indices, which lead to the 
viewer’s construction of narrative (C). Narrative (C) would be syncretic, independent and variable. 
In this system the independent and variable production of the narrative by the viewer does not 
negate the original intention of narratives (A) and (B).  Narrative (C) is not mutually shared among 
individual viewers.  Additionally, a contrapuntal reading becomes inherently embedded within the 
process, which to say both the power and the counter power within the text are accessible and not 
place in hierarchical order of one another. 
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DIANE DERR is currently an Assistant Professor and Curator of the Innovative Media Studio at 
Virginia Commonwealth University-Qatar where she teaches time-based and interactive media in 
the MFA Design Studies program. 
Derr’s practice investigates narrative structures developed through social and cultural constructs 
embedded in the spectrum of digital media technologies. In her practice, she routinely adapts 
structural, editorial, and production frameworks investigating the phenomenology of interaction 
within the inter-textual narrative. Through the use of time-based and interactive media she explores 
and examines how we, both as viewers and active participants, perceive and experience the 
representation of events and the event aesthetic. During the last four years Derr has exhibited in 11 
international exhibitions, has published 4 papers and given 19 artists talks and workshops in Egypt, 
Qatar, Brazil, United States, UAE, South Africa, Greece, Prague, Portugal, Canada, Italy and the 
United Kingdom.  She has received 6 grants in support of her research including a National 
Priorities Research Grant, which fostered ‘Visualizing Qatar’s Past’, a collaborative project between 
Virginia Commonwealth University in Qatar, the University of Wales and the Qatar Museum 
Authority. In recognition of her research she received the ‘Distinguished Faculty in Research 
Award’ from Virginia Commonwealth University-Qatar in 2013. 
 

Paola Lopreiato: Quanta of Sound  

 

Three main elements characterise the realization of this installation: 
1. Reconsideration of acoustic spectrum 
2.Analysis and use of acoustic I electromagnetic wave phenomena 
3.Use of new media 
There are great similarities between the behaviour of electromagnetic wave phenomena and 
phenomenain the acoustic domain, and those correspondences inspired the work "0" (quanta of 
sounds). The interactive installation akes as its point of origin of the electricity distributed in 
the spectrum of audible sounds generated by the instrument (in this case the voice of audience 
captured by microphones),treating it and returning it with profound deviations in time and space. 
The energy distribution in the spectrum of the acoustic sound is its own identity, its character, a 
kind of genetic code or fingerprint that makes the event unique and unrepeatable.  
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The patch configured with the software MAX I MSPis responsible for analysing the ene gy 
distribution (energy of sound) by dividing the spectrumin typical critical bands that are also the one 
with which works the basilar membrane, located in the cochlea. The energy (of the original sound) 
captured in the 25 critical bands will be analysed and then returnedin time in small packets 
(quanta) no longer in a synchronized manner but with appropriate time intervals that make more 
distinct and perceptible their presence,opening like a ray of light refracted by a prism. Simila/ly,the 
or ginal sound source (where the microphonestpeople's voice are located) will no longer be the 
location (not the only one) of the •quanta of energy" which will nstead be projected in the 
surrounding acoustic spacein every direction. Thanks to this irradiation in time and space,the 
energy contained in the acoustic spectrum will be perceivable in a direct way in its essential 
components. The energy distribution in the spectrum of the acoustic sound is its identity while the 
quantization process andirradiation of the acoustic energy in different time and directions provide 
an opportunity for exploration of the sound generated by people's voices and this process will 
highlighting new variations of that identity of the sound,normally trapped in the structure of the 
sound itself.The release of the energy within the sound and its expression through this alchemical 
process put in place by the new dimensions of space and time,define a new identity or better yet a 
different way of reading what is happening. 
 
 
PAOLA LOPREIATO is a PhD sludent in New Media Art at the University of Plymouth 
(Planetary Collegium). She received an MPhilin Multimedia composijion from University of 
Sheffield.Her recenlwork has been exhibited in:Italy, Manno Marini Museum Piazza della Signoria 
Feslival della Creativija in Florence. Also exhibited in UK University of Chester,University of 
Bournemouth,Sheffield Drama Studio,Belfast SARC, in USA SEAMUS 2011 2012,New York City 
Electro acoustic Music Festival 2010, 2011,2013 and 2014,NYU,Stedman Art Gallery NJ,Rutgers 
University, MONTANA State Universijy,in Canada Winnipeg University, in Greece Corfu 
Academia Yonica,in Mexico Fonoteca National,in Ljubljana ICMC 2012, n Austraila Perth ICMC 
2013.Her research interests inculde the multisensorialijy,electronic and computer technology, 
interactions between gesture, image,sound ancl word. She is also teaching at the conservatorio of 
Perugia..(www.paolalopreialo.com ) 

 

Benjamin Pothier: What’s next? Post Industrial or Post Neolithic?  
 
BENJAMIN POTHIER is a french Director and Artist-researcher.Pothier is a PhD researcher in 
Arts/Anthropology/Architecture at the Planetary Collegium, CAIIA hub of Plymouth University 
(UK)Currently an advisor for BENDING HORIZONS EVEREST 2015 Art/Science Expedition. 
Grant recipient of the French Norwegian center in Humanities and Social Sciences (2014) for his 
research in Anthropology, Art History and Architecture. Second Prize Winner , CREATIVE 
SPARKS / D.I.Y DAYS PARIS 2014.  
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First French Artist selected for the ARS BIO ARCTICA 2014 residency at Kilpisjärvi’s Biological 
Station in Lapland, organized by the Finnish Bio Art Society. First French Artist invited by THE 
FARM,INC. a New York based cultural organisation, to participate to the ARCTIC CIRCLE 
RESIDENCY 2013, in the international territory of Svalbard. His artistic work has been featured 
in various international festivals and events, including NEMO international Film festival (2005), 
Paris , The LIFT#8 Conference in Geneva (2008), D.A.T.A 44.0 at the Science Gallery in Dublin 
(2011) , the Space Up Event at the European Space Agency headquarters in Paris (2013) , 
8KNOTS solo show at the Norway House in Paris (2014) and [SVALBARD] at Kalashnikovv 
Gallery, Johannesburg (South Africa). 

Law Alsobrook: Auxiliary Reality Cabinet of Curiosity 
 

 
 
 Our world and the relations we construct within it is an increasingly mediated experience. 
Attendant to this mediation, we will soon embark upon voyages of discovery that take us to realms 
previously unimaginable. The ARC2 (Auxiliary Reality Cabinet of Curiosity) attempts to illustrate 
these alternate narrative paradigms that reflect a new engagement with nature, a nature defined and 
supplemented by innovative technologies and novel means of production. Like the wunderkammer 
begun by curious collectors of the Renaissance, to the natural treasuries amassed by early natural 
scientists of the 16th and 17th centuries, ARC2 is a Noachian assemblage that seeks to interrogate 
the interstitial spaces that exist between the realms of consciousness and dreams. These 
supernumerary dimensions exist, at a quantum level, as well as within the electronic construct of 
cyberspace, that consensual hallucinatory field that runs seemingly parallel to our own quotidian 
world. 
The exotic flora and fauna that populate these domains is of our own design as well as one of 
invention. Indeed, the landscapes contained within these dimensions comprise the augmented and 
virtual terrains of the digital, to say nothing of the supernal and the nanoscopics of our physical 
world.  
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The question becomes: somewhere, within these confines, does human consciousness emerge as the 
narrative agent for understanding and comprehension, or does narrative emerge as an attempt by 
human consciousness to understand and comprehend? ARC2 partakes of the dialectic and the 
dialogic, especially in regards to time and the varieties and vagaries of time present in spaces 
seemingly familiar, yet not. These augmented and virtual realms suggest alternate timelines, and by 
virtue of this, they delineate new realities that encompass narrative realms, and thus alternate forms 
of consciousness. ARC2 endeavors to explore, catalogue and examine the potentiality of these new 
spacetimes as vicarial continuums for being and existence. 
 
LAW ALSOBROOK is a Graphic Designer and Assistant Professor at Virginia 
Commonwealth University in Qatar where he teaches design courses at both undergraduate and 
graduate levels. He has an ardent and active interest in narrative studies and production, design 
semiotics & visual communication and their conjuncture with regards to media and consciousness. 
At present, he is currently pursuing his PhD at Plymouth University’s Planetary Collegium in the 
Centre for Advanced Inquiry in the Interactive Arts where his research focuses on the role of 
narrative and language as intermediate agents of consciousness. 
 

 
Regina Durig: Next Nature, Next Love 
 

 
 

The writing piece Next Nature Next Love consists of 16 pages from Roland Barthe's Lover's 
Discourse. They are almost completely blackened, only a handful of words is left: one haïku per 
page. The use of Barthe's emblematic text as material for new metaphoras for love reflects the 

current state of my research about love as a concept in Western writing and thinking. What does 
love explain? Is love always a reference? Is writing about love always constrained? Is it impossible to 

talk about love? Can love only be realized in fiction? Can love be seen as a heterotopia - existing 
neither here nor there - between the lines? 
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REGINA DURIG is a PhD candidate at the Planetary Collegium,T-Node, School of Art & 
Media, University of Plymouth. Durig works at Swiss Literature Institute, Berne University of the 
Arts. 
 

Alejandro Quinteros: Landscape for one finger 
ALEJANDRO QUINTEROS is an architect and a PhD candidate at the Planetary Collegium, 
CAiiA Hub, School of Art & Media, University of Plymouth. 
 

Claudia Jacques: The Homo Conscious 
 

 
 
Carson Grubaugh's "Hermeneutics" sets the ground for Earth's new human specie: "The Homo 
Conscious". Through the  interpolation of bit  depth spaces with  a representation of a live  human 
mind, "The  Homo  Conscious" is an  interpretation of space and time, bits  and  atoms, actual and  
virtual, in  the  search for  consciousness: Cybersemiotic Experience. "The Homo Conscious" is the 
visual interpretation of the "Homo Conscious Manifesto": 
1.   The Homo Conscious exists beyond space and time, 
2.    Exchanges past and future, 
3·   Ceases the linearity of the now. 
4·   Is the micro essence of the most elementary particle, 
5·   As well as the macro whole of all there is. 
6.   Exists in a state of mutant entanglement. 
7·   Emerges from chaos. 
8.   reflects complex adaptive open systems, 
9·   Information, Perception and Process syncretism. 
10. Dynamic unembodied body of meaning: Cybersemiotic Experience! 
 
CLAUDIA JACQUES is a Brazilian-American interdisciplinary artist, designer, educator and 
researcher, Claudia Jacques holds an MFA in Computer Art (School of Visual Arts, NY, USA) and 
is currently a PhD candidate at the Planetary Collegium, CAiiA Hub, University of Plymouth, UK.  
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Under Professors Roy Ascott and Søren Brier, she is researching space-time aesthetics in the user-
information-interface relationship through the lens of Cybersemiotics.  
Intersecting art, technology and science, she designs interactive hybrid art and information 
environments that aim to explore perceptions of space-time and the digital-physical in the pursuit 
of human consciousness. She collaborates with many artists exhibiting and presenting both 
nationally and internationally. She has published in Leonardo, TEK s, Art & Engine, etc., and 
serves as Art Editor for Cybernetics and Human Knowing journal. Jacques is also a participant with 
three other scholars in a 2014-16 NEH Collaborative Research Project based at Roosevelt 
University in Chicago. She teaches studio, digital and communication arts, and her studio is in 
Valhalla, NY.  
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
EXTERNAL PARTICIPANTS 
 
 
Julia Heurling: A horizon is not flat  
By taking photos of the landscape in series I want to accentuate the human experience of place, 
focusing on ground perspective and three dimensional experience. The series aim to describe 
continuity, context and viewer perspective of visual appearance. When combined into patterns, the 
images address questions as: What do repeat do to the visual content in a photography? Will it be 
redundant or are other qualities than motive given attention? Photography is often regarded as a 
tool of proof, or a medium of truth. A photograph proves, and reproduces the photographers visual 
experience. It is a sample of experienced reality. I see and use photographs as a tool for visual 
thinking. Photographs give opportunity to explore reality in separate constituent parts. When 
working with pattern, interrelations, continuity and rhythm within a composition are equally 
important as content of an image. The project can be seen as a subjective and slightly fictional take 
on a documentary medium as photography.  Similar to the idea of abstraction, pattern can be a tool 
to clarify, simplify and exaggerate certain visual characteristics.  
 
“A horizon is not flat” aims to communicate and highlight characteristics as shape, colour and 
spatial changeability of Kefalonian views and appearances. In the naturalist school sense, pattern 
also illustrates the idea of “reproducing nature by carrying it to its maximum power and intensity”. 
“Next Nature” suggests the idea of reality as a flow of variables and I think “A horizon is not flat” is 
closely linked to this idea. 
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Visual experience is different to every individual, and to every moment of life. I think the 
differences, however small, are more interesting than what unites our visual experiences. I aim to 
use photography to emphasize reality as continuous, pluralistic and diverse rather than actual. 
Suggesting ambiguity and doubt rather than certainty is key to describing reality. 
 
JULIA HEURLING is an artist and designer specialised in pattern and textile 
 
 
Yonlay Cabrera Quindemil: Voigth-kampff 
Taken into account the importance of the relation between the ideological patterns and the social 
groups in our human nature, the work tries to measure the involuntary ocular changes that take 
place in a group of persons, segmented in Ideological Apparatus of States. To do that they are asked 
some questions that put into crisis the values they represent, in order to determinate the level of 
automation they have according to the ideology they reproduce. 
 
YONLAY CABRERA QUINDEMIL is an arist based in Cuba 
 
 
 Yana Chebotova: Step by step in creation of the newest images in design (the 
art conception of the project) 
The purpose. The direction for the subsequent work on creation the design-conception of the 
project (the project of the clothes collection) is work on transferring of the main figurative 
structures of the subject "project" on the main basic silhouettes in clothes designing. The main part 
of the material. The analysis of the abstract composition of the subject "project" created at the 
previous stage is the following stage of work with figurative structures which have to be the basis of 
the future clothes collection design. At this stage there is a definition of the basic graphic symbols 
which create originality of this composition. The subsequent stage of the work comprises 
connection with the earlier defined symbols (with typical constructive silhouettes) which are well-
known in clothes designing and called "the basic dress codes". Their graphic characteristics are 
following: the rectangle, the x-shaped silhouette (“sand-glass”), the oval and the trapeze. Some 
authors give more of them, however these are the main. The many small sketches within basic 
design schemes are result of this task performance. They have to be well grouped and balanced from 
the art point of view. The described work stages, from the psychology point of view, reproduce the 
analysis and synthesis of visual information: when the analysis of graphic composition "project" has 
been carried-out, the synthesis of certain elements on the basis of the clothes constructive 
silhouettes was performed.  
The result is the newest, harmonious composition at higher level of the graphic competence with 
orientation to clothes design. In such a way the subsequent intelligent steps in the clothes collection 
design on the basis of the image "project" are performed. 
The presented example shows how the figurative composition of the subject "project" turns into the 
graphic schemes (images) which reflect the conceptual idea of the future clothes collection sketches. 
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The work with the images is carried-out according to the scheme: 
- From the concrete to the abstract and further again to the concrete and so on 
- It is possible to present it as the analysis – the synthesis – the analysis – the synthesis. 
 
YANACHEBOTOVA is The Head of the Department of Design at H.S. Skovoroda Kharkiv 
National Pedagogical University. 
 
 
Maria Dimas: Promytheus Unthanked  
At the turn of an age the Titans lost the rule upon the cosmos to Zeus and his siblings. One of the 
titans, Promytheus, had tried to advise to his own kind that technology would earn them victory 
rather than honest might and power, but, they dismissed it as folly. So, Promytheus sided with 
Zeus and directed his offensive with techniques and innovative methods. 
 The new order had Zeus as leader and ruler and among his world reforms he would have human 
kind erased. Promytheus thought otherwise. He first gave man the advantage over the fear of death 
by giving them 'blind hope'. Fire and her illumination were signifier gift that pertains to the 
collective of mechanical, structural, scientific, logical thought. He even instructed the most effective 
sacrificing rituals and methods so as to best appease the Gods. Zeus remained idle to the 
reinstatement of the human race -almost aloof- but, punishes Promytheus so rigourously as to make 
and example.  
    A syncretic approach to Next Nature is the disclosure of Promytheus and his advent in our turn 
of an age. In our passing into this, Next Nature. Yet, thanks is not given here; Promytheus remains 
unthanked.  A ficus on a square, his voluptous bark and branches and a small boy perched up them. 
The reach of the image is both skyward, and rooted to the ground. The warning tape surrounding 
it hints to the toxicity of human arrogance. A turntable head a miniscule crossroads of art, science, 
and technology. Music, friction, electronic device. The syllables separated offer eclectic readings of 
the poster. 
 
MARIA DIMAS is an artist and freelanced in television and cinema industry 
 
 
Vienna Forrester: EVOLOUTION OF A LANDSCAPE, PERATATA, KEFALONIA. 38.1367° N, 
20.5567° E  
Using the colour information, time/date stamp from my digital photograph taken at Peratata and 
the location's coordinates as base integers, this poster seeks to explore my emotional response to the 
landscape as recalled by memory.   
 
A vista seen again through closed eyes, somewhat like a retinal afterimage. Personal emotions; 
vertigo, the structures falling away, the landscape itself falling into the Ionian Sea. St George's 
Castle's stormy past, connected by a succession of different rulers. Through the intense colours of 
an oppressively hot day, the lure of the refreshing sea trickles through the mind and half-glimpses of 
sunlit bays and rocky coves pervade the landscape, almost as mirages. 
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VIENNA FORRESTER is a heraldic artist and spent many years producing corporate and civic 
heraldry. 
 
 
Mariana Zikou: Meta-Dynamics in Aesthetics: Operating Realities 
The poster reflects on the inception of realities, their modes of existence and relationships from an 
aesthetics and systems theory point of view. 
The layout is divided in three sections which discuss concepts of initiating and perceiving realities: 
- in a broader cultural context starting with generative inquiries from 19th c. 
- in the aesthetics discourse and 
- in a flowchart which visualizes these processes. 
What is the threshold of a reality coming into being? And when it comes and relegates to the past, 
how can we reset it to the present again? The poster is an induction into concepts fostered by our 
mental faculties in order to achieve the 'ultimate attainment' in an analogy with the three VR's: 
operating events, coroporeality and integral proximity. 
The research directs to nodes where processes of world making have been critically perceived and 
contemplated. With the axiom inspired by Wittgenstein and Paul Ricoeur 'Narrative is a distinct 
language-game which is part of an operation or a form of life', cyberspace is added in the discourse 
as a proto-experimentation ground and access point on agencies, forms and systems that may 
constitute the new nature. 
 
MARIANA ZIKOU is an Art Historian and Musician  
 
 
Melnykova Ulyana «Find yourself...» 
The poster reveals the theme of the interaction between man and nature. Graphic work trying to 
recreate the logical structure of nature, its development and transformation. The man is a kind of 
puzzle, part of the integral structure. For the artist 's own creative growth coexists with nature, he is 
exploring it, trying to unravel as by intuition, and with the assistance of new technologies. 
 
MELNYKOVA ULYANA is a PhD researcher at Kharkiv State Academy of Design and Art, 
Ukraine. 
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